
Resurrecting ancestral alcohol dehydrogenases
from yeast
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Modern yeast living in fleshy fruits rapidly convert sugars
into bulk ethanol through pyruvate. Pyruvate loses carbon
dioxide to produce acetaldehyde, which is reduced by
alcohol dehydrogenase 1 (Adh1) to ethanol, which
accumulates. Yeast later consumes the accumulated
ethanol, exploiting Adh2, an Adh1 homolog differing
by 24 (of 348) amino acids. As many microorganisms cannot
grow in ethanol, accumulated ethanol may help
yeast defend resources in the fruit1. We report here the
resurrection of the last common ancestor2 of Adh1 and
Adh2, called AdhA. The kinetic behavior of AdhA suggests
that the ancestor was optimized to make (not consume)
ethanol. This is consistent with the hypothesis that before the
Adh1-Adh2 duplication, yeast did not accumulate ethanol
for later consumption but rather used AdhA to recycle
NADH generated in the glycolytic pathway. Silent nucleotide
dating suggests that the Adh1-Adh2 duplication occurred
near the time of duplication of several other proteins
involved in the accumulation of ethanol, possibly in the
Cretaceous age when fleshy fruits arose. These results help

to connect the chemical behavior of these enzymes through
systems analysis to a time of global ecosystem change, a small
but useful step towards a planetary systems biology.

Generating ethanol from glucose in the presence of dioxygen, only to
then reoxidize the ethanol, is energetically expensive (Fig. 1). For each
molecule of ethanol converted to acetyl-coenzyme A, a molecule of
ATP is used. This ATP would not be ‘wasted’ if pyruvate made initially
from glucose were delivered directly to the citric acid cycle. This
implies that yeast has a reason, transcending simple energetic effi-
ciency, for rapidly converting available sugar in fruit to bulk ethanol in
the presence of dioxygen.

One hypothesis to explain this ‘inefficiency’ holds that yeast, which
are relatively resistant to ethanol toxicity, may accumulate ethanol to
defend resources in the fruit from competing microorganisms3.
Although the ecology of wine yeast is certainly more complex than
this simple hypothesis implies4, fleshy fruits offer a large reservoir of
carbohydrate, and this resource must have value to competing organ-
isms as well as to yeast. For example, humans have exploited the
preservative value of ethanol since prehistory5.
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Figure 1 The pathway by which yeast make,
accumulate and then consume ethanol. Enzymes

in red are associated with gene duplications that,

according to the transition redundant exchange

clock18, arose nearly contemporaneously. The

make-accumulate-consume pathway is boxed.

The shunting of the carbon atoms from pyruvate

into (and then out of, blue arrows) ethanol is

energy-expensive, consuming a molecule of ATP

(green) for every molecule of ethanol generated.

This ATP is not consumed if pyruvate is

oxidatively decarboxylated directly to acetyl-

coenzyme A to enter the citric acid cycle directly

(dashed arrow to the right). If dioxygen is

available, the recycling of NADH does not need

the acetaldehyde-to-ethanol reduction.
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Both the timing of Adh expression in
Saccharomyces cerevisiae and the properties
of the expressed proteins are consistent with
this hypothesis. The yeast genome encodes
two alcohol dehydrogenases (Adhs) that
interconvert ethanol and acetaldehyde
(Fig. 1)6. The first (Adh1) is expressed at
high levels constitutively. Its kinetic proper-
ties optimize it as a catalyst to make ethanol
from acetaldehyde7,8. The Michaelis constant
(KM) for ethanol for Adh1 is high (17,000–
20,000 mM), consistent with ethanol being a
product of the reaction. After the sugar con-
centration drops, the second dehydrogenase
(Adh2) is derepressed. This paralog oxidizes
ethanol to acetaldehyde with kinetic para-
meters suited for this role. The KM for
ethanol for Adh2 is low (600–800 mM), con-
sistent with ethanol being its substrate.

Adh1 and Adh2 are homologs8 differing by
24 of 348 amino acids. Their common ances-
tor, called AdhA, had an unknown role. If
AdhA existed in a yeast that made, but did
not accumulate, ethanol, its physiological role
would presumably have been the same as that
of lactate dehydrogenase in mammals during
anaerobic glycolysis: to recycle NADH gener-
ated by the oxidation of glyceraldehyde-3-
phosphate (Fig. 1)9. Lactate in human muscle
is removed by the bloodstream; ethanol
would be lost by the yeast to the environ-
ment. If so, AdhA should be optimized for
ethanol synthesis, as is modern Adh1. The kinetic behaviors of AdhA

should resemble those of modern Adh1 more than those of modern
Adh2, with a high KM for ethanol.

We tested this hypothesis using a paleobiochemical experiment2.
We cloned and sequenced 15 additional homologs of Adh from yeasts
related to S. cerevisiae (Supplementary Table 1 online). We con-
structed a maximum likelihood evolutionary tree using PAUP*4.0
(Fig. 2)10 to combine these with sequences already in the database. We
then reconstructed maximum likelihood sequences for AdhA using
both codon and amino acid models in PAML11 (Table 1). When the
posterior probability that a particular amino acid occupied a parti-
cular site was 480%, we assigned that amino acid at that site in AdhA.

When the posterior probability was o80% or the most probabil-
istic ancestral states estimated using the codon and amino acid models
were not in agreement, we considered the site to be ambiguous and
constructed alternative ancestral sequences. For example, the posterior
probabilities for two amino acids (methionine and arginine) were
nearly equal at site 168 in AdhA, three amino acids (lysine, arginine
and threonine) were plausibly present at site 211, and two (aspartic
acid and asparagine) were plausible for site 236. To handle these
ambiguities, we generated twelve (all 2 � 2 � 3 combinations)
candidate AdhA proteins by constructing genes that encoded them,
using these genes to transform a strain of S. cerevisiae12 from which
both Adh1 and Adh2 had been deleted, and then expressing them
from the Adh1 promoter. After showing that the ancestral sequences
could rescue the double deletion phenotype (Supplementary Fig. 1
online), we isolated the candidate ancestral proteins, purified them to
homogeneity on a Cibracon-blue agarose column13 and then analyzed
their kinetic behaviors14 (Table 1).

To assess the quality of the data, we calculated Haldane values
(Keq ¼ VfKiqKp/VrKiaKb)15, where Vf and Vr are forward and reverse
maximal velocities; Kia and Kiq are disassociation constants for NAD+

and NADH, respectively; and Kb and Kp are Michaelis constants for
ethanol and acetaldehyde, respectively) from the experimental data.
These reproduced the literature equilibrium constant for the reaction
to within a factor of two. One variant, called MTN, had very low
catalytic activity in both directions. We inferred that this particular
candidate ancestor was not present in the ancient yeast.

Notably, the kinetic properties of the remaining ancestral AdhA

candidates resembled those of Adh1 more than those of Adh2
(Table 1). From this, we inferred that the ancestral yeast did not
have an Adh specialized for the consumption of ethanol, similar to
modern Adh2, but rather had an Adh specialized for making ethanol,
similar to modern Adh1. This suggests that before the Adh1-Adh2
duplication, the ancestral yeast did not consume ethanol. This
implies that the ancestral yeast also did not accumulate ethanol
under aerobic conditions for future consumption and that the
make-accumulate-consume strategy emerged after Adh1 and Adh2
diverged. These interpretations are robust with respect to the
ambiguities in the reconstructions.

For modern Adh1, reported KM values range from 17,000 to
24,000 mM for ethanol (our value is 20,000 mM), from 170 to
240 mM for NAD+ (ours is 220 mM), from 1,100 to 3,400 mM for
acetaldehyde (ours is 1,500 mM) and from 110 to 140 mM for NADH
(ours is 164 mM)14. These comparisons, together with the Haldane
analysis, provide a view of the experimental error in the kinetic
parameters reported here. Our interpretations are based on differences
well outside of this error.
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Figure 2 Maximum likelihood trees interrelating sequences determined in this work with sequences

in the publicly available database. Shown are the two trees with the best (and nearly equal) ML

scores using the following parameters estimated from the data: substitutions A2C, A2T, C2G
and G2T ¼ 1.00; A2G ¼ 2.92; and C2T ¼ 5.89; empirical base frequencies; and proportion

of invariable sites and the shape parameter of the gamma distribution set to 0.33 and 1.31,

respectively. The scale bar represents the number of substitutions per codon per unit evolutionary

time. Single, double and triple asterisks represent bootstrap values greater than 50%, 70% and

90%, respectively.
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When paralogs are generated by duplication, the duplicate acquir-
ing the new functional role is believed to evolve more rapidly than the
one retaining the primitive role16. If this were generally true, one
might identify the functionally innovative duplicate by a bioinfor-
matics analysis. This may be true for many genes, but chemical
principles do not obligate this outcome, and it is not manifest with
these Adh paralogs. Here, the rate of evolution is not markedly faster
in the lineage leading to Adh2 (having the derived function) than
in the lineage leading to Adh1 (having the primitive function).
Thus, a paleobiochemistry experiment was necessary to assign the
primitive behavior.

The Haldane ratio relates various kinetic parameters (kcat, KM,
Kdiss) that can change as a result of changing the amino acid sequence
to the overall equilibrium constant, which the enzyme (being a
catalyst) cannot change. Thus, if a lower KM for ethanol is selected,
other terms in the Haldane equation must change to keep the ratio the
same. This is observed in data for the ancestral proteins prepared here
and the natural enzymes.

The assignment of a primitive function to AdhA raises a broader
historical question: did the Adh1-Adh2 duplication, and the accumu-
late-consume strategy that it presumably enabled, become fixed in
response to a particular selective pressure? Connecting molecular
change to organismic fitness is always difficult17 but is necessary if
reductionist biology is to move through systems biology to a planetary
biology that determines why as well as how changes occurred18.

Hypothetically, the emergence of a make-accumulate-consume strat-
egy may have been driven by the domestication of yeast by humans
selecting for yeast that accumulate ethanol. Alternatively, the strategy
might have been driven by the emergence of fleshy fruits that offered a
resource worth defending using ethanol accumulation. We might
distinguish between the two by estimating the date of the Adh1-
Adh2 duplication. Even with large errors in the estimate, a distinction
should be possible, as human domestication occurred in the past
million years, whereas fleshy fruits arose in the Cretaceous age, after
the first angiosperms appeared in the fossil record 125 million years
ago19 but before the extinction of the dinosaurs 65 million years ago20.

The topology of the evolutionary tree (Fig. 2) suggests that the
Adh1-Adh2 duplication occurred before the divergence of the sensu
strictu species of Saccharomyces21 but after the divergence of Sacchar-
omyces and Kluyveromyces. The date of divergence of Saccharomyces
and Kluyveromyces is unknown but is estimated to have occurred
80 7 15 million years ago22. This date is consistent with a transition
redundant exchange clock23, which exploits the fractional identity (f2)
of silent sites in conserved twofold redundant codon systems to
estimate the time since the divergence of two genes (Supplementary
Note online). Between pairs of presumed orthologs from Saccharo-
myces and Kluyveromyces, f2 is typically 0.82, not much lower than the
f2 value separating Adh1 and Adh2 (0.85)18 but much lower than
paralog pairs within the Saccharomyces genome that seem to have
arisen by more recent duplication (B0.98)24.

Notably, Adh1 and Adh2 are not the only pair of paralogs with
an f2 value between 0.80 and 0.86 (ref. 18). We analyzed B350 pairs of
paralogs in the yeast genome that shared at least 100 silent sites and
diverged by less than 120 point-accepted replacements per 100 sites,
and we identified 15 pairs with f2 values between 0.80 and 0.86. These
represent eight duplications that occurred near the time of the Adh1-
Adh2 duplication, if f2 values are assumed to support a clock.

These duplications are not randomly distributed in the yeast
genome. Rather, six of the eight duplications involve proteins that
participate in the conversion of glucose to ethanol (Table 2). Further-
more, the enzymes arising from the duplicates are those that seem,
from expression analysis, to control flux from hexose to ethanol1,25.
These include proteins that import glucose, pyruvate decarboxylases
that generate acetaldehyde from pyruvate, the transporter that imports
thiamine for these decarboxylases and the Adhs (Fig. 1). If the f2 clock
(within its expected variance) is assumed to date paralogs in yeast, this
cluster suggests that several proteins other than Adh duplicated as part
of the emergence of the new make-accumulate-consume strategy, near
the time that fleshy fruit arose.

The six duplications proposed to be part of the emergence of the
make-accumulate-consume strategy (with f2 values between 0.80 and
0.86) are not associated with one of the documented blocks of genes
duplicated in ancient fungi, possibly as part of a whole-genome
duplication16,26. But two duplications in genes that are not associated
with fermentation that have f2 values between 0.80 and 0.86 are part of
a duplication block (Table 2 and Supplementary Note online). The
silent sites for most gene pairs associated with blocks are nearly
equilibrated (with the prominent exception of ribosomal proteins),
suggesting that most blocks arose by duplications more ancient than
those with f2 values between 0.80 and 0.86. Therefore, the hypothesis
that a set of six time-correlated duplication (Fig. 1 and Table 2)
generated the make-accumulate-consume strategy in yeast near the
time when fermentable fruit emerged is not inconsistent with the
whole-genome duplication hypothesis.

The ecology of fermenting fruit is complex. In rotting fruits,
S. cerevisiae becomes dominant after fermentation begins, whereas

Table 1 Kinetic properties of Adh1, Adh2 and candidate ancestral

AdhA

KM (mM)

Samplea Ethanol NAD+ Acetaldehyde NADH

Adh1 20,060 218 1,492 164

MKD 17,280 511 1,019 144

MKN 13,750 814 1,067 1,106

MRD 11,590 734 1,265 287

MRN 10,960 554 1,163 894

MTD 10,740 467 959 190

MTN NA NA NA NA

RKD 8,497 449 1,066 142

RKN 7,238 407 1,085 735

RRD 7,784 400 1,074 203

RRN 8,403 172 1,156 1,142

RTD 6,639 254 1,083 316

RTN 7,757 564 1,158 477

Adh1b 24,000 240 3,400 140

Adh1c 17,000 170 1,100 110

Adh2b 2,700 140 45 28

Adh2c 810 110 90 50

Adh3c 12,000 240 440 70

Adh1c (S. pombe) 14,000 160 1,600 100

Adh1 (M270L)c 19,000 630 1,000 80

KlP20369d 27,000 2,800 1,200 110

KlX64397d 23,000 2,200 1,700 180

KlX62766d 2,570 310 100 20

KlX62767d 1,560 200 3,100 30

aThe three letters designate the amino acids at positions 168, 211 and 236 (e.g., MKD ¼
Met168 Lys211 Asp236). The remaining residues were the same as in Adh1, except for the
following changes (using sequence numbering of Adh1 from S. cerevisiae): Asn15 Pro30
Thr58 Ala74 Glu147 Leu213 Ile232 Cys259 Val265 Leu270 Ser277 Asn324. bFrom ref. 8.
cFrom ref. 16. dFrom ref. 30. Kl, Kluyveromyces lactis.
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Table 2 Duplication in the Saccharomyces cerevisiae genome where 0.80 o f2 o 0.86

SGD name gi number Trivial name Annotation and comments

Inosine-5¢-monophosphate dehydrogenase family (3 paralogs, 3 pairs, 2 duplications)a

f2 ¼ 0.803b Pair associated with Wolfe duplication blocks 1 and 44

YAR073W gi|456156 IMD1 Nonfunctional homolog, near telomere, not expressed

YLR432W gi|665971 IMD3 Inosine-5¢-monophosphate dehydrogenase

f2 ¼ 0.825b

YLR432W gi|665971 IMD3 Inosine-5¢-monophosphate dehydrogenase

YHR216W gi|458916 IMD2 Inosine-5¢-monophosphate dehydrogenase

Subfamily pair: YHR216W and YAR073W f2 ¼ 0.93 (proposed recent duplication creating a pseudogene)

Sugar transporter family A (4 paralogs, 4 pairs, 3 duplications)c

f2 ¼ 0.805b Pair not associated with any duplication block

YJR158W gi|1015917 HXT16 Sugar transporter repressed by high glucose levels

YNR072W gi|1302608 HXT17 Sugar transporter repressed by high glucose levels

f2 ¼ 0.806b Pair not associated with any duplication block

YDL245C gi|1431418 HXT15 Sugar transporter induced by low glucose, repressed

by high glucose

YNR072W gi|1302608 HXT17 Sugar transporter repressed by high glucose levels

f2 ¼ 0.809b Pair not associated with any duplication block

YJR158W gi|1015917 HXT16 Sugar transporter repressed by high glucose levels

YEL069C gi|603249 HXT13 Sugar transporter induced by low glucose, repressed

by high glucose

f2 ¼ 0.810b Pair not associated with any duplication block

YEL069C gi|603249 HXT13 Sugar transporter induced by low glucose, repressed

by high glucose

YDL245C gi|1431418 HXT15 Sugar transporter

Subfamily pair: YEL069C and YNR072W f2 ¼ 0.932 (proposed recent duplication)

Subfamily pair: YJR158W and YDL245C f2 ¼ 1.000 (proposed very recent duplication)

Chaperone family A (2 paralogs, 1 pair, 1 duplication)a

f2 ¼ 0.81 Pair associated with Wolfe duplication block 48

YMR186W gi|854456 HSC82 Cytoplasmic chaperone induced 2-3 fold by heat shock

YPL240C gi|1370495 HSP82 Cytoplasmic chaperone, pheromone signaling,

Hsf1p regulation

Phosphatase/thiamine transport family A (2 paralogs, 1 pair, 1 duplication)c

f2 ¼ 0.818 Pair not associated with any duplication block

YBR092C gi|536363 PHO3 Acid phosphatase implicated in thiamine transport

YBR093C gi|536365 PHO5 Acid phosphatase, one of three repressible

phosphatases

Pyruvate decarboxylase family A (2 paralogs, 1 pair, 1 duplication)c

f2 ¼ 0.835 Pair not associated with any duplication block

YLR044C gi|1360375 PDC1 Pyruvate decarboxylase, major isoform

YLR134W gi|1360549 PDC5 Pyruvate decarboxylase, minor isoform

By ortholog analysis, Saccharomyces bayanus (gi|515236) diverged from S. cerevisiae after the f2 ¼ 0.835 duplication; Kluyveromyces diverged before.

Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase family (3 paralogs, 3 pairs, 2 duplications)c

f2 ¼ 0.845b Pair not associated with any duplication block

YJL052W gi|1008189 TDH1 Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase

YGR192C gi|1323341 TDH3 Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase

f2 ¼ 0.845b Pair not associated with any duplication block

YJL052W gi|1008189 TDH1 Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase

YJR009C gi|1015636 TDH2 Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase

Subfamily pair: YJR009C and YGR192C f2 ¼ 0.991 (proposed very recent duplication)

Alcohol dehydrogenase family (2 paralogs, 1 pair, 1 duplication)c

f2 ¼ 0.848 Pair not associated with any duplication block

YMR303C gi|798945 Adh2 Alcohol dehydrogenase, glucose-repressible

YOL086C gi|1419926 Adh1 Alcohol dehydrogenase, constitutive

Spermine transporter family (2 paralogs, 1 pair, 1 duplication)a

f2 ¼ 0.86 Pair associated with Wolfe duplication block 34

YGR138C gi|1323230 TPO2 Spermine transporter activity

YPR156C gi|849164 TPO3 Spermine transporter activity

Table 2 continued on following page
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osmotic stress and pH, as well as ethanol, seem to inhibit the growth
of competing organisms1. Nevertheless, the emergence of bulk ethanol
may not be unrelated to other changes in the ecosystem at the end of
the Cretaceous age, which include the extinction of the dinosaurs and
the emergence of mammals and fruit flies27,28. Thus, this paleo-
genetics experiment is a small but necessary step in connecting the
chemical behavior of individual enzymes operating as part of a
multienzyme system, through metabolism and physiology, to the
ecosystem and the fitness of organisms in it. We expect that this
combination of chemistry, enzymology and cell biology with geno-
mics, geology, paleontology and planetary science will be a key activity
in addressing the ‘why’ questions in contemporary biology.

METHODS
Yeast strains and genomic DNA preparation. We purchased strains from

ATCC. We used isogenic S. cerevisiae strains BY4742 (MATa his3D1 leu2D0

met15D0 ura3D0) and BY4741 (MATa his3D1 leu2D0 lys2D0 ura3D0) for

Adh1 and Adh2 deletions12. We used the double deletion strain YMT-1D

(MATa his3D1 leu2D0 met15D0 ura3D0 adh1::URA3 adh2::URA3) to express

AdhA. We purchased strains for cloning new ADH genes from ATCC.

ADH gene cloning12. We designed degenerate primers from an alignment of

existing S. cerevisiae and Kluyveromyces lactis Adh proteins. We obtained partial

ADH gene sequences using degenerate primers NSDP-1-FOR (positions

127–151 of S. cerevisiae ADH1) and NSDP-2-REV (positions 357–381 of

S. cerevisiae ADH1) and amplification parameters of 96 1C for 2.5 min;

followed by 30 cycles of 94 1C for 30 s, 39–50 1C for 30 s and 72 1C for

1 min; followed by a final extension step of 72 1C for 5 min. We pooled PCR

products and shotgun-cloned them into TOPO PCR4-TA cloning vector

(Invitrogen). We sequenced random clones and used them to generate a

consensus sequence for each allele. We then used the consensus sequences to

generate gene-specific primers. We used a combination of partial inverse PCR

and linker-mediated PCR to clone the remaining flanking DNA.

Ancestral ADH genes. We generated ancestral ADH genes by site-directed

mutagenesis of S. cerevisiae ADH1 cloned into the pRS415 vector12. We

constructed the expression plasmid using primers ADH1/-1605-For (corre-

sponding to 1,605 nucleotides upstream of the ADH1 start site) and ADH1/

+378-Rev (corresponding to 378 nucleotides downstream of the ADH1 stop

codon). Amplification parameters were 96 1C for 2.5 min; followed by 20 cycles

of 94 1C for 30 s, 58 1C for 45 s and 72 1C for 3.5 min; followed by a final

extension step of 72 1C for 5 min. We digested the amplified product with XbaI

and XhoI and cloned it into pRS415. We used the resulting construct pRS415-

ADH1 as a template for creating the AdhA constructs using site-directed

mutagenesis (Stratagene).

Expression strain construction12. We constructed single deletion strains using

PCR. We used isogenic S. cerevisiae strains BY4741 (MATa his3D1 leu2D0

met15D0 ura3D0) and BY4742 (MATa his3D1 leu2D0 lys2D0 ura3D0; ATCC)

to create deletions of the two primary ADH alleles ADH2 and ADH1,

respectively. We designed primers to amplify URA3 with 50 bp of homology

to the 5¢ and 3¢ untranslated regions of ADH1 or ADH2. We used the URA3-

containing vector pRS316 as a template and cycled 30 times at 94 1C for 30 s,

55 1C for 45 s and 72 1C for 1 min. We disrupted alleles as described29. We

created the double deletion strain (YMT-1D) by mating the single deletion

strains followed by tetrad dissection.

Protein purification12,13. We transformed the double deletion strain YMT-1D

with either pRS415-ADH1 or pRS415-AdhA. We grew cells in 2% glucose

yeast minimal medium to midlog phase, with A600 ¼ 0.6. We applied

extracts to a Cibracon blue–coupled agarose column and eluted protein with

a gradient of 0–200 mM NADH. We pooled fractions and applied them to a

Superdex 200 gel-filtration column to remove excess NAD+(H) and collect

tetrameric Adh.

Kinetic measurements12,14. We measured kinetics with NAD+, ethanol, NADH

and acetaldehyde by holding the concentration of one constant and varying the

concentrations of the others. All reactions were done in potassium phosphate

buffer (83 mM, pH 7.3) with KCl (40 mM) at 25 1C. Ethanol reactions

contained semicarbazide (10 mM) to avoid product inhibition by acetaldehyde.

We monitored reactions by measure UV absorbance at 340 nm on a Cary

Varian spectrophotometer.

GenBank accession numbers. Adh homologs from yeasts related to

S. cerevisiae, AY216989 through AY217003.

Note: Supplementary information is available on the Nature Genetics website.
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Table 2 Continued

SGD name gi number Trivial name Annotation and comments

Sugar transporter family B (3 paralogs, 3 pairs, 2 duplications)c

f2 ¼ 0.847b Pair not associated with any duplication block

YDR343C gi|1230670 HXT6 Sugar transporter, high-affinity high basal levels

YDR345C gi|1230672 HXT3 Sugar transporter, low-affinity glucose transporter

f2 ¼ 0.854b Pair not associated with any duplication block
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Subfamily pair: YDR342C and YDR343C f2 ¼ 0.994 (proposed very recent duplication)
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